EET-260-E51 Exam #1

Fall 2016

Show all work - No work, No credit!!!

Name_________________________________________
Grades: Part #1_______ Part #2_______

Part #3_______

Total Grade ___________________
Deadline Extended: Tuesday, November 29, 2016.

This is a take home exam. It is due on or before 8:00 p.m. on Tuesday, November 22, 2016. You may
"brain storm" with other students, but each student must submit his/her own documented work and
each student must demonstrate the operation of their program individually.
When you begin this exam, create a post in the form of a Reply to the EET-260 Exam #1 Topic on the
cset.stcc.edu/forums 2016 Fall Forums. When you have completed your exam, have had its operation
verified by your instructor and you have submitted both hard and electronic copies of your exam, edit
your post to add that you have completed the exam. Good Luck.
PROBLEM: Use your Board of Education to create a 4-Way intersection Red-Yellow-Green stop light
signal.
DESCRIPTION: You will use one set of RYG LEDs for each direction. That is, NORTH-SOUTH
uses a set of RYG LED signals, and EAST-WEST uses a set of RYG LED signals. This means that the
NORTH-SOUTH lights would work together and the EAST-WEST lights would work together.
PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS: The following are the functions your program should include.
1.)

Operate as a 4-Way Traffic Signal using a total of 6 LEDs: 2-Reds, 2-Yellows, 2-Greens. You
should choose timing delays appropriate for the demonstration, which can be shorter than a
typical traffic light. This is the basic part of the program and it's suggested you fully complete
this part first, before implementing steps 2 & 3.
(Maximum score with proper documentation: 70 pts.)

2.)

Incorporate a "Cross Walk Switch" which when pressed will allow the traffic lights to finish
their current cycle, Turn on the RED lights for all 4 directions, flash an additional ORANGE
LED as a cross-walk signal at between 1 to 3 Hz for a short period, and then resume normal
traffic signal operation. You should fully complete this part before proceeding to step #3.
(Additional points with proper documentation: 15 pts.)

3.)

Incorporate an additional "Default Mode Switch" which when pressed will light a BLUE LED,
cause the NORTH-SOUTH lights to flash their YELLOW lights and the EAST-WEST lights to
flash their Red lights. When in this mode, the "Cross Walk Switch" should still function as
specified in step #2 above. Pressing the "Default Mode Switch" a second time should restore
normal operation as outlined in step #2.
(Additional points with proper documentation: 15 pts.)

MATERIALS: You can get additional Resistors & LEDs from you instructor, if needed. If you prefer
to build your circuit on a separate proto-board to keep your BoE board available for EET-250/260
projects, see your instructor.
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WHAT TO SUBMIT:
1.)

Three flow-charts representing steps 1, 2 & 3 respectively. Each flow chart should be created
using MS-Visio or some other electronic format. These flowcharts should be submitted in both
hard copy and electronic format. Electronic format to be specified in #2 below.

2.)

You should submit three versions of your program representing steps 1, 2 & 3 respectively.
Your program should be properly documented with appropriate comment lines which
correspond to its respective flowchart. These programs should be submitted in both hard copy
and electronic format.

3.)

Submit a schematic diagram showing the wiring connections for all components and BS2 ports
used. You only need to create one schematic to cover all 3 programs. You can create this
schematic in Visio, EWB or Multi-Sim. You will submit both a hard copy and electronic copy
of your schematic diagram.

4.)

Organize your hard copy printouts into a neat and orderly report. This exam sheet should serve
as the cover page. If you have any additional work, calculations or supporting documentation,
feel free to include that with the required documentation.

5.)

Electronic Submission: You should submit a total of 7 electronic documents: 3 Flow-charts, 3
Program Listings & 1 schematic diagram. You should "zip" all of these files into one, and email that single zipped file to your instructor.

6.)

Remember to edit your original post on the Forums stating that you have completed all aspects
of this exam.
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